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MANAGING THE PRODUCTION OF HYBRID SEED CORN
FROM SEED FIELD TO SEED BAG
Owen J. Newlin 1 /

I have been asked to speak to you about managing the various
activities and operations involved in the production of hybrid seed corn.
Throughout the discussion of some of the practical aspects of these
operations, I shall assume that the seed is being produced in the
Midwest and that freezing temperatures will occur in early October.
In relation to the theme of this Short Course "Seeds for the 70's",
it has been suggested that I comment on possible changes in methods,
procedures, and equipment for producing hybrid seed corn in the future.
Managing the production of hybrid s eed corn from seed field to
seed bag primarily involves three basic factors: l) the quantities of
seed needed by hybrid; 2) the quality standards which have been
specified; and 3) the budgeted production costs per bag as influenced
by the quantities needed and the quality standards specified. The
main objective is to prooduce the requested number of bags of seed by
hybrid with seed quality equal to or above the standards specified
at budgeted production costs per bag ... which avoid spending money
for seed production operations that do not result in giving economic
value to the customer .
Planning:
The quantities of seed by hybrid needed may be established
from joint meetings of sales, service, research, production and
management personnel.
From these discussions sales requirements
ar e translated into specific quantities ne~ded by hybrid. Hybrids are
usually grouped by maturity so that there is a balance of quantities
needed for each maturity area. Once the needed quantities of each
hybrid are established, production management personnel then calculate
the required female and gross acres. In making this calculation,
good records of past hybrid performance with respect to yield per
acre, size-out by kernel size, and bags of seed per female acre are
extremely important .
Seed acreage can then be allocated to the various production
units depending on their bushel capacities, their growing areas, and
the relative maturities of the hybrids to be grown. The production
units usually have the responsibility for contracting with farmers to
produce the seed acreage that has been assigned to them. Contract

l l General Manager, Pioneer Seed Division 1 Des Moines 1
Iowa. The speaker acknowledges associates in the Pioneer Seed
Division Robert W . Dahlberg and Donald Lininger who assisted in
preparing the contents.
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terms for various hybnds are established and usually set at a level that
will provide the grower with an equitable income plus a reasonable
incentive for producing s eed corn . The wide variation in yield between
inbreds , sister-line crosses , and single crosses used as seed parents
makes the job of determining contract terms difficult. There are two
common contracts . One provides for compensation to the farmer on
the basis of the bushels of seed he delivers to the seed plant. The
other contract compensa tes the farmer at a specified dollar rental fee
per acre . In both cases the grower is responsible for growing the
crop of corn and performing the necessary tilla ge 1 planting , and
harvesting work that he would do for a field of crop corn .
Seed Field Corn Growing Progra m and Specifications:
An agronomist usually assumes the responsibility for the
contracting arrangements . The grower agrees to a specified corn growing program which has been outlmed by the agronomist. This includes
the kinds and rates of a pplication of fertilizers , insecticides 1 and
herbicides . Isolation requirements for the seed fields are discu ssed
and agreed to . Specifications for male and female row ratios, populations per acre, and plantmg dates are agreed to. The corn growing
program and seed field specifications are probably the most important
factors in the production fo hybrid seed corn . The highest achievable
yield of high quality seed is the goal. The compensation to seed
growers represents a high percentage of the total cost of each bag of
seed produced.
The performance of the seed grower and the productivity experience from his farm over a period of years grea tly influence the
qua ntity of seed that is produced each year. Both the seedsma n and
the grower benefit from c onsistently good yield experience.
Planti ng:
Timely planting of seed fields m early May is a very important
factor in minimizing the probability of freeze damage in the fall, and
in rna king early harvest possible. Also ,higher seed field yields are
usually correlated with early planting . Many hybrids require delayed
planting of either the ma l e or fema l e parent t o a chi eve a good pollination
nick . Timing of a delayed planting is very important , and accurate
records of shedding and silking dates of e ac h seed parent are vital
in ac hieving good nicks and resulting yields .
Roguing:
The removal of off-type plants and volunteer corn needs to be
timed fo r each field to mamtain the genetic purity of the seed at the
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lowest cost possible. Normally, roguing of seed fields can be done
be tter and with less expense if it is done before the corn is shoulder
high. The number of times to rogue a field a,nd when each field should
be rogued are imporatnt decisions with respect to both quality and
cost. Good supervision of the crew doing the work is the key to a
successful roguing operation.
Deta s s eling:
As with roguing, supervision is the key to successful detasseling .
This includes all levels of supervision from the plant manager to the
crew foreman. Planning ahead for detasseling with respect to recruiting
of labor, preparing equipment, lining up transportation , tagging of the
seed fields, are all important to keep the operation working smoothly .
Again, the objective is to preserve the genetic purity of the hybrid
and to do the job at the lowest cost possible.
Timing is the critical factor in getting the female tassels pulled
before the female silks are receptive, and keeping the percentage of
shedding female tassels below established maximum levels for the
balance of the season . Availability of labor in the area of the seed
fields and unfavorable weather in the form of rain and mud contribute to
the difficulties involved in detasseling. Foot crews, machine crews
and contractors are all used by the industry . Many seedsmen have
either eliminated or greatly reduced detas seling by use of restorer
male parents and male sterile female parents.
Harvesting:
The entire harvesting operation should be geared to achieving
maximum drying bin utilization. Successful management of the
harvest operations means keeping the drying bins full of seed corn
being dried. Insuring that filling bins is not a limiting factor involves
having an adequate number of pickers , an adequate number of trucks,
a smoothly running unloading and sampling facility, a balanced
husking capacity and an adequate number of sorters •
1

In addition shelling conveying th e shelled corn storing the
shelled corn, and disposing of cobs and husks s hould run smoothly
with adequate capacities so that emptying the drying bins is not a
limiting factor. A desirable goal to maximize bin utilization is to
have. the capacities balanced so it is possible to fill or empty a drying
bin in one to two hours 1 depending on the bin size.
1

1
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It's desirable to be able to fill from 40 to 50 percent of the
drying bins in one day, in case there has b e en a delay in harvest
because of rain and mud. Thus 1 it should be possible to fill all the
drying bins in about two days to minimize the loss in drying capacity
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caused by rain. In order to achieve some of these goals, additional
capital investments are often needed to improve present facilities.
Loss of seed in the field is a serious problem with inbred ears
and relatively low yielding females. Adjustment of pickers and slower
operating speeds can sometimes help . The period from September 15
to October 6 is normally free from freezing temperatures, but the
entire harvesting operation is a race against time to harvest the seed
crop before freeze damage occurs .
In harvesting seed corn, many factors can affect the quality of
the seed. If the seed is harvested at too high moi stures, the cold
test performance may be affected on certain hybrids. Usually 30-32%
kernel moisture is a safe level at which to begin harvesting. But this
must be weighed against the risk of freeze at the end of the season
because seed quality is also affected by how long seed is exposed to
wet weather and freezing temperatures as well as the incidence of
ear diseases .
Husking and Sorting:
Husk removal from hybrids with tight husks may take more
sorters and time, reduce the flow of corn, and reduce harvest capacity.
This can be a serious problem. Also, special disease problems may
occur, requiring extra care in sorting and discarding moldy, damaged,
or wet ears . This, too, can reduce the volume which can be handled.
The successful management of these operations involves maintaining
volume without sacrificing quality .
Drying:
The management of drying is important to both quality and
capacity. Temperatures must be carefully controlled according to
standards which vary with the moisture of the seed.
The most commonly used drying system for seed corn is the
two-pass system. The air from the fan at ll0°F or ll5°F is passed
through a partially dry bin into a tunnel, and this second pass air
then goes up through a freshly filled bin and is exhausted outside.
Once thepartially dry bin is dried to about 12%, the doors are closed,
and the air reversed so that the air with the highest temperature is
always being used on seed with the lowest moisture. A one-pass
system is also used by some seedsmen .
Maximum capacity is achieved by maintaining the heated air
temperature at the upper limit. Air reversal in the two-pass system
needs to be timely to minimize over-drying. Remote temperature sensing and recording equipment utilizing ·a potentiometer and remote
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measurement of static pressures to estimate air volume are efficient
and effective aids in the management of the drying operations.
Shelling:
Specially modified shellers are used to mmimize damage in
removing the kernels from the cob. It is important to feed the sheller
adequately and uniformly. Based on cold test performance, as
much damage occurs in the shelling operation as in all other handling
activities put together.
After the seed is shelled , some type of bulk storage is usually
needed to hold the s hell ed corn prior to cleaning and sizi ng . This
bulk storage should be adeq uate so that it does not limit shelling and
the emptying of drying bins. The bulk storage facilities should provide
high levels of aeration to remove heat from the recently dried seed
corn .
Cleaning and Sizing:
The primary purpose of sizing seed corn is to separate the
shelled corn into kernel sizes on the basis of the dimensions of
width 1 length 1 and thickness so they can be planted with the major
brands of corn planters . The proper selection of equipment and screens
can influence the q uality of seed and the percentage of the total seed
produced that is put into the seed bag. It is important to remove
as high a percentage of moldy, cracked, and damaged kernels as
possible from each seed lot.
The basic equipment for this job consists of air and screen
cleaners, cylinder sizing equipment to separate for width and thickness cylinder length sizers and gravity separators to remove moldy
and damaged kernel s .
I

I

At this point I would like to state the case for using the word
"sizing" instead of "grading". We separate the shelled corn according
to size of dimensions of width , thckness 1 and length 1 and therefore
from sizing we obtain kernel sizes. Grade usually refers to q uality 1
such as No. 1 or No. 2 gra de corn 1 and the word "grading" is a
misnomer when applied to s izing seed corn. For these reasons I
suggest you use the words size 1 sizing 1 and kernel sizes I instead of
grade, grading 1 and grades .
Quality control sa mples should be taken on a schedu l ed basis
to determine the performance of each machine while the equipment is
operating. Quality control counts on the percentages of moldy and
damaged kernels in each lot should also be made on a regular basis.
Plantability tests on each kernel size of a lot give the ultimate measure
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of the performance of the s1zing operation. Sa mples of the final
treated kernel sizes should be taken for conducting warm test and
cold test germination .
T he handling of sh elled corn and seed through the sizing
system is very important . Wherever possible 1 rubber conveyor belts,
slow speed self- clea ning elevators 1 and special spiral let-down devices
which eliminate long drops of seed mto bins should be used to minimize
kern el damage.
Cleaning and sizing facihties should have flexible capacities.
To give maximum efficiency of the labor force running the sizing operation and to ac hi eve desired capacity 1 there should be sufficient flexibility in stora ge bin combinations and machine capac1ties to allow
the maintenance of a given volume of shelled corn when sizing seed
from small-s eeded seed parents as well as seed from large seeded
seed parents .
Treatin g, weighing, and bagging facilities need to have capacities which accommodate the sizing flow from either the small-seeded
parents or the large-seeded parents. With a flexibl e sizing system ,
all operations c an be balanced and managed so that they work smoothly.
Onc e the seed is bagged and palletized 1 it must be moved out
promptly to a place where it can be stored in an orderly manner. If
bagged warehouse capacity is hmihng , this can cause delays and inefficiencies in the entire sizing operation.
The treating operation req uires attention to assure that a uniform
application of fungicide is appli ed at the proper rate . Seed appearanc e
can be enhanced by good trea ting practices. Da ily char ting of the
application rates help provide control over this operation. The seed
is usually put in bags through automatic weighing equipment , and in
some cas es, automatic bag hangers and automa tic packagmg e q uipment
are used .
The selection of the bag can have an influence on the
quality of the product. When the customer buys a bag of seed corn ,
he expects a good strong packa ge that won't tear easily. The bag
should also have resistance to mo1sture penetration m periods of
high humidity . Labels need to be clearly legible and comp ly with the
various state and federal regulations related t o seed corn.
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Warehousing:
Seedsmen usually warehouse the bagged seed for a period of time
before it is delivered to salesmen and customers. Good bag warehousing
practices and buildings can have an important effect on seed quality.
We believe that palletizing bags of seed is an efficient and economical
way of handling and storing seed corn . In this operation the key is a
good fork truck operator . Usually one man operates the fork truck ta king the pallets from the bagger to the warehouse. He makes the piles,
moves them, and keeps inventory records . His performance can be the
major factor in minimizing broken bags, loss of seed, broken pallets,
and dirty bags .
Cold Storage Warehousing :
Most seedsmen cannot anticipate customer preference for
hybrids precisely, nor can they predict how the weather will influence
whether they will get the quantities of each hybrid as planned . For this
reason, most seedsmen have a policy of maintaining a surplus at a
desired level. This planned surplus needs to be handled properly to
maintain its seed quality for distribution and sale the following year .
In our operation, we feel it is important to warehouse this seed under
controlled temperature and humidity conditions . Our cold storage
warehouses are designed to maintain 50°F and 55% relative humidity .
One could use lower levels of temperature or lower levels of relative
humidity, but the operating costs and the investment in buildings and
equipment seem to indicate a reasonable balance at about 50°F and 55%
relative humidity. With single eros ses, the value of the seed is
much higher than in the past 1 and som~ seeds men may decide to
maintain 40°F and 50% relative humidity. Hybrids differ in their ability
to be carried over and utilized a second year . There are additional
costs in cold storage warehousing but in the long run the seedsmen
and the customer benefit from having seed stored under favorable
temperature and humidity conditions.
1

Shipping :
Shipping bagged seed to salesmen needs to be planned and
scheduled for efficiency . It is important that all hybrids are available
when shipping starts so it is not necessary to ship some hybrids short.
Palletized procedures save both time and money in delivering seed to
salesmen . Increased use of computers will improve the matching
of inventories against sales needs, and will improve delivery instructions .
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Production Research:
Research in production methods related to the production of
hybrid seed corn both in the seed field and in the seed plant are
vital to making continuous progress m the preservation of the inherent
genetic capability of the seed. For many years Pioneer and other seed
corn firms have conducted research in these areas . We have found it
to be a very valuable program, not only in terms of maintianing and
improving seed quality, but also in making our production operations
more effici ent and less costly.
Factors W hich May Influence the Production of Seed Corn in the 70's:
1 . The plateless planter which will plant any kernel size or
unsized seed is having I and will continue to have 1 an
effect on sizing procedures and marketing of seed corn.
All the effects of the plateless planter are not yet known 1
but the introduction of these planters will have far reaching
effects on the seed corn industry. They eliminate the need
for planter plates to plant various sizes of seed corn, and
make it possible for farmers to select a hybrid on the basis
of the hybrid's performance instead of bein influenced by
the kernel size available. During the trans1tion from plate
to plateless planters, a seedsman producing a special unsized seed lot for plateless planters will probably have
increased costs since he will be adding another item to
prepare, handle, and inventory .
2 . In the future, the production of high-lysine seed corn will
introduce new problems for seedsmen. Isolation requirements and the softer, lighter test weight seed may increase
q uality and handling problems.
3. Seed corn may be dried in the future by dehumidifying the
drying air with a desiCcant . One can speculate that using
dehumidified air for drying of seed corn would allow the use
of lower air temperatures and increase the capacities of
existing drying buildings.
4 . Those seedsmen with stationary dryers using the two-pass
system will probably build concrete drying buildings when
replacing old wooden building or when building new ones. Lower insurance rates and less fire hazard favor the concrete dryer .
5. Predicting when bins of seed corn will be dry based on airflow measurements , in-going and exhaust temperatures,
wet bulb temperature of the heated air, initial moisture,
and drying characteristics of the hybrids will occur in
the 70's. With these predictions it would be possible to
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project ahead 24 to 48 hours, and know quite precisely
when a bin will be at 12% kernel moisture. This would
permit closer scheduling of the harvest operation .
6. I expect an increasing number of new hybrids to involve
sister-line corsses as female parents in order to get
higher and more dependable seed field yields under varying environmental conditions.
7. In the 70's there will continue to be intensification of land
use in seed corn product10n , particularly wth low yielding
females where the entire seed field is planted to the female
parent and male parents are planted in the centers of the
rows and cut out after pollination.
8. The use of computers w1ll continue to increase in all
operations of hybrid seed corn production.
9 . Automatic handling, packaging, and palletizing will increase
in the 70's. Increased use of electronically operated
bin controls and flow control in the entire sizing system
could occur. Also, automatic sampling devices for taking
quality control samples may be used in the 70's .
10. In the 70's more seedsmen are likely to build warehouses
with controlled temperature and humidity to preserve the
quality of the carryover seed . Considerations will be the
higher value of the product with increasing amounts of
single cross seed , and the importance of the seed reserves
because of yield variability of inbred and sister-line fema les .
11 . In the 70's, I anticipate that techniques for measuring seedling vigor and germination will be perfected and more widely
used. The use of the cold test as an indicator of germination
and seedling vigor under cold wet conditions in the farmer's
field will be supplemented and perhaps replaced by techniques such as measuring glutamic acid decarboxylase
activity and the accelerated aging test.
12. There may be improvements in shellers that further reduce
damage to kernels when they are removed from the cob.
13. In the future , machines may be perfected to pull tassels.
There is such a machine on the market today, and I would
expect it to be improved in the future. Any operation
such as detasseling which must be done with hand labor
and at a specific time is likely to become more hazardous.
Unless practical alternatives to present detasseling methods
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are developed the seed corn industry could be faced with
serious problems in the future.
1

14. Changes in the container for seed corn may occur in the
next 10 years . Increasing paper costs may force the seed
corn industry to use plastic bags or some other kind of
package .
15 . In the 70's more seed firms will be considering the use
of insurance for freeze and hail damage because of the
increased value of the crop and greater concentrations of
acreage in order to achieve adequate isolation for the
inbred and sister-line seed parents.
1

Summary:
We have discussed the operations in the production of hybrid
seed corn from seed field to seed bag with comments on the practical
aspects of capacity flow efficiency, and quality control. In line with
the theme of this Short Course, some ideas on the effects of new
equipment, new practices, and trends in the future have been presented.
I hope some of them will be worthwhile to you .
I

I

We face the continuing challenge of rising costs in all production
operations, and the need to discover new ways of improving seed
quality and introducing efficiencies . These challenges have to be met
if our companies are to continue to be profitable.

